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31 March 1941 - Greece

• On 31st March General Dill flew to 
Belgrade where he met the Yugoslav 
leaders. He informed them that the 
British force in Greece would 
ultimately reach 150,000 and was 
then "somewhere near the halfway 
mark". 
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General Sir John Dill, CIGS, in Egypt, 18 
February 1941.



31 March 1941 - Greece
• When the Yugoslavs asked whether the 

British force would concentrate in the 
Doiran Gap Dill replied that the Allies had 
contemplated holding the line of the 
Bulgarian frontier and the Nestos but 
meanwhile were established on the 
Vermion-Olympus line. 

• They could not advance to the forward 
line without assurances of Yugoslav 
cooperation. 

• The Yugoslav leaders said that they could 
not sign any undertaking to help Greece 
without first consulting the Government 
as a whole. 

• General Dill said that Britain would give 
Yugoslavia what help she could. 

• It was arranged that a staff talk between 
Papagos, Wilson, D'Albiac and General 
Jankovic, the Yugoslav director of military 
operations, should be held near Florina in 
Greece on the 3rd. 
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31 March 1941 - Greece
• On 31st March Blamey, now in Greece, where he had reconnoitred the Vermion-

Olympus line, sent a cable to the Australian Government. 

• Blamey said that the weakness of the position was in the north where an advance 
through Yugoslavia or the Edessa Pass would entail the loss of Florina and give 
the Germans access to the area south from Florina to Servia, which was suitable 
for armoured units. 

• "The only line of communication available is the railway Athens-Larisa and thence 
forward by road. In both cases these are defiles which can be subjected to 
intense air attack at vital points. 

• Air and ground anti-aircraft defences hopelessly inadequate and serious 
dislocation of lines of communication likely. Can only be met by building up 
reserves in forward area.“

• He pointed out that the Germans had from twenty-three to twenty-five divisions 
in Bulgaria, could concentrate from eleven to thirteen of these against the four 
Greek divisions on the frontier, then turn with from six to seven against the 
Vermion-Olympus line, which was held by one armoured brigade, the New 
Zealand Division and two Greek divisions. 
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31 March 1941 - Libya
• At 7.45 a.m. the infantry near 

Marsa Brega first saw the enemy. 
• The outpost at Cemetery Hill 

observed, about 5,000 yards to the 
south-west, 5 enemy tanks and 2 
trucks, from which 20 to 30 men 
dismounted. 

• Patrol reports, and others from the 
pilots of scouting aircraft—who 
had seen 200 tanks and armoured 
cars, with swastika markings, 
moving east about seven miles 
from the British positions—left no 
doubt that the German advance in 
force, predicted by Neame's
headquarters for the first week in 
April, had already begun.
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31 March 1941 - Libya
• At 9 o'clock, outposts of the 1/Tower Hamlets Rifles saw this force cautiously drawing near . After much 

obvious reconnoitring, groups of tanks, armoured cars and lorries were seen to deploy; some were observed 
at a mosque to the front, others farther north and again a small group about six miles to the south. 

• About 9.30 a.m. the enemy began to advance and the British infantry patrols came in, but the carrier scout 
platoon stayed out in front, keeping watch. 

• About 10 o'clock the enemy brought up a gun, covered by four tanks, to a ridge some four miles to the west, 
pressed forward and drove the scout platoon back to the outpost at Cemetery Hill; 

• the company there was then withdrawn with the exception of the machine-gunners and one platoon of 
riflemen. The carrier platoon remained to give them support . The gunners of the 339th Battery, directed by 
the observation post at Cemetery Hill, went into action: they were to have a busy day.

• Half an hour later, enemy infantry preceded by two motor-cycle combinations and ten tanks began to close 
on Cemetery Hill from the south. The outpost called on the gunners for defensive fire, which the 104th R.H.A. 
put down, and the infantrymen and machine-gunners came back behind the forward defences to a position 
on a ridge astride the road. 

• The scout platoon, however, remained with its carriers behind the hill and later confounded the enemy by 
engaging his approaching tanks at a range of 300 yards. 

• It was not until 11.30 a.m. that the Germans occupied Cemetery Hill; by that time they had worked round 
the flank of the position. The scout platoon then withdrew. 

• At midday, as the enemy showed signs of renewing the advance, the Tower Hamlets closed the road-block. 
Eight-wheeled armoured cars then approached and fired on the forward infantry, but were engaged and 
driven off by a troop of the 104th R.H.A. whose observation post was under heavy enemy fire. 

• The main column of Rommel's thrust seemed to have been brought to a halt; the British armour waited 
unmolested on the left flank, while to the far south, on the Wadi Faregh, "C" Squadron of the King's Dragoon 
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31 March 1941 - Libya

• At 11.40 a.m. on the 31st 
patrolling Hurricanes sighted 
two Me-110's about to bomb 
troops south of Agedabia and 
Campbell destroyed one while 
the other fled. 

• Only five minutes later two 
Italian formations each of five 
Fiat BR-20 bombers were 
dispersed before they could 
complete their attacks.
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31 March 1941 - Libya
• At 1 o'clock, hard upon an attack by 

German dive bombers, a force of tanks 
and lorries, with tanks in the van, 
appeared on Cemetery Hill. 

• They were engaged by the 25-pounders 
of the 339th Battery and the anti-tank 
guns of "J " Battery (3rd R.H.A.) and 
forced to withdraw.

• The German tanks reappeared, this time 
they came on with more determination, 
but failed to surmount a sand ridge close 
in front of the British positions. 

• The gunners engaged them with all guns 
and once more forced them back. The 
tanks executed a confused withdrawal, 
some being hit and others bogged.

• Meanwhile the RAF afternoon 
reconnaissance had confirmed that the 
enemy was thrusting with his main forces.
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A 25 Pounder in North Africa



31 March 1941 - Libya
• Then two dive-bombing attacks were launched against Marsa Brega (in the second of which the defence 

shot down two planes) and at 5 p.m. enemy guns began shelling the British defences. 

• At 5.30 parties of infantry were seen to be working through the sand dunes along the foreshore, which 
afforded good cover, while German tanks advanced to give support. 

• Latham requested Gambier-Parry to commit some tanks against the Germans' southern flank but Gambier-
Parry replied that there would be "insufficient time to get them into action from their present position 
before dark".

• At 6 o'clock the full force of the German attack came in on "A" Company of the Tower Hamlets, holding the 
right flank. The assault was held; but a second thrust, in which light tanks supported the German infantry, 
drove a wedge in the company 's front. The whole of the Support Group's position was now endangered . 

• A counter-attack made with the carrier platoon (in which eight carriers were lost) temporarily threw the 
enemy into confusion and restored the position sufficiently to enable the company to be extricated (not, 
however, without loss); but the penetration could not be sealed off. 

• At 7 p.m. German armoured cars and tanks entered Marsa Brega village. As darkness fell the Support Group 
withdrew about eight miles. The enemy did not follow up. 

• Fifty-five infantrymen (including two officers), an anti-aircraft gun and a considerable amount of transport 
were lost, in addition to the carriers.

• No . 1 Section of 11 Platoon, "Y" Company 1/RNF, kept its machine guns firing until all its ammunition was 
used. The section leader, Cpl Harman, was killed and three gunners wounded. Cpl Harrison 's section (12 
Platoon) also ran out of ammunition and was overrun. Cpl Harrison, mortally wounded, spent the last 
minutes of his life burying the locks and spare parts of his guns.

• The Support Group drew farther back during the night to a position 20 miles in front of Agedabia, "in which 
area " , Latham told his gunners, "we shall fight tomorrow".    
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1 April 1941 - Iraq
• The Government of Iraq was overthrown on 1 April 

by a coup d'état.

• From 1939 to 1941 a pro-British government 
headed by the Regent 'Abd al-Ilah and Prime 
Minister Nuri as-Said ruled Iraq. Iraq severed 
relations with Germany on 5 September 1939, 
following the outbreak of the War in Europe. 
However, Nuri had to tread carefully between his 
close relationship with Britain and dependence on 
pro-German Army officers and cabinet members. 

• Iraq had become a refuge to Arab leaders who fled 
Mandatory Palestine after the failed Palestinian 
revolt against the British. Among the key figures to 
arrive was the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, the 
leader of the failed revolt, who continued to 
foment resistance against Britain.

• The coup was led by four Iraqi nationalist generals, 
who intended to use the war to press for full Iraqi 
independence following the limited independence 
granted in 1932. To that end, they worked with 
German intelligence and accepted military 
assistance from Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy.

• The coup was launched on 1 April 1941, 
overthrowing the Regent and installing Rashid Ali 
al-Gaylani as Prime Minister. 
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Hitler talking to Grand Mufti Haj Amin el Husseini, 
Nov 41 



1 April 1941 - Libya
• The Support Group took up a position in sand dunes to 

cover the main road near the Kilo 840 stone, about 30 
miles from Marsa Brega. The Armoured Brigade came 
into position on the left.

• Twice during the day the Tower Hamlets were very 
heavily dive bombed and machine gunned. Casualties 
were light but several more trucks were lost.

• General Neame came forward to see General Gambier-
Parry at his headquarters and ordered the 2nd 
Armoured Division to withdraw towards Benghazi. 

• After Agedabia the Support Group was to follow the 
main coast road and the armour was to stay inland. If 
the enemy advanced to Benghazi, the armour's task 
would be to harass his right flank and protect the left 
flank of the 9th Australian Division. 

• Gambier-Parry began to withdraw at once.

• Neame ordered the Benghazi garrison to complete the 
preparation of demolitions and be ready to evacuate at 
24 hours ' notice. 
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2 April 1941 - Mediterranean
• Voyager was one of the escorts of 

convoy AS.23 when it was dive-
bombed and lost two ships, the 
British Homefield (5,324 tons), and 
the Greek Coulouros Xenos (4,914 
tons), south of Gavdhos Island in 
the afternoon of the 2nd April.

• She put parties on board both 
ships, but they were damaged 
beyond hope of salvage, and 
shortly before midnight she 
hastened their sinking with gun fire 
and depth charges after taking off 
the crews.
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HMAS Voyager 17 July 1940



2 April 1941 - Libya
• At first light on 2nd April, carrier scout platoons of 

the Tower Hamlets Rifles checked enemy 
armoured units probing forward about three miles 
in front of the battalion. 

• The force deployed, German infantry dismounted 
from trucks and assembled in attack order. 

• At 10.30 a.m. an attack was launched with infantry 
and 40 tanks. On orders from Support Group 
headquarters the battalion withdrew, but eight 
German tanks got in behind "B" Company, cutting 
its withdrawal route.

• Endeavouring to get back by another route, the 
company became bogged on treacherous salt pans 
and was overrun. 

• Meanwhile the scout platoon of another company 
engaged the enemy tanks, enabling the rest of the 
battalion to make good its withdrawal; but the 
scout platoon was lost.

• The Support Group then withdrew some 30 miles 
to a position north of Agedabia, where the infantry 
again deployed. The 3rd Armoured Brigade 
conformed and moved to a position east of 
Agedabia. 
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Bren Carriers, Libya, 1941



2 April 1941 - Libya
• The enemy prepared to advance with tanks 

on the delaying position taken up by the 
Tower Hamlets. The British artillery engaged, 
forcing the enemy to deploy, whereupon the 
infantry withdrew, this time with little loss, to 
Antelat. Some enemy tanks turned in towards 
them and a few broke through the gun area of 
the 104th R.H.A., but they did not follow up 
the British withdrawal.

• At 5.30 p.m. an enemy force in front of the 
5th Royal Tanks, which included between 40 
and 60 tanks and some field guns, advanced 
out of the setting sun. The British regiment, 
with only 14 of its 18 tanks and without 
artillery support, gave battle. 

• A brisk engagement followed in which the 
Germans lost three tanks and the British five, 
with one more damaged. Colonel Drew 
ordered his rear squadron to withdraw to the 
next ridge. 
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Cruiser IV tanks of 5RTR, prior to their transfer to the 
division and deployment to Egypt.



2 April 1941 - Libya
• After this action Gambier-Parry 

ordered the whole of the 2nd 
Armoured Division to withdraw to 
Antelat. The coast road to Benghazi 
was thus uncovered but Cyrenaica 
Command headquarters was not 
informed of this. 

• At 7 p.m. the 5th Royal Tanks resumed 
their slow withdrawal, continuing until 
2 a.m., when a halt for sleep was 
taken by the roadside. Battle 
casualties and mechanical failures had 
together reduced the battalion to a 
strength of 12 tanks. In the early 
evening, most of the remainder of the 
armoured division had reached 
Antelat where they spent a peaceful 
night. 
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Antelat



2 April 1941 - Libya
• Wavell told the Chiefs of Staff that he had directed Neame to keep his armoured units in being, 

even if this involved a withdrawal from Benghazi.

• The Prime Minister replied on 2nd April that a rebuff to the Germans would be of far-reaching 
importance for prestige. He continued: 
• It would be all right to give up ground for the purposes of manoeuvre, but any serious withdrawal from 

Benghazi would appear most melancholy. I cannot understand how the enemy can have developed any 
considerable force at the end of this long, waterless coast-road, and I cannot feel that there is at this moment 
a persistent weight behind this attack in Cyrenaica. If this blob which has come forward against you could be 
cut off you might have a prolonged easement. Of course, if they succeed in wandering onwards they will 
gradually destroy the effect of your victories. Have you got a man like O'Connor or Creagh dealing with this 
frontier problem? 

• Wavell distilled the good sense of the message from its corrosive medium. As his colleague of 
those days, Admiral Cunningham, afterwards wrote of him: 
• He was cool and imperturbable when things went wrong, and steadfastly refused to be riled by the prodding 

messages to which he, like myself, was at times subjected from the authorities at home, and which were, it 
must be confessed, singularly unhelpful and irritating at times of stress. 

• Wavell flew up to the front to see the situation for himself. He arrived at Cyrenaica Command 
headquarters at Barce just after Neame had received the message in which Gambier-Parry sought 
permission to uncover the road to Benghazi in order to avoid splitting the armoured division. 
Neame was disposed to accede; but Wavell intervened, insisting that the coast road be blocked. 

• His previous instructions had provided that a small mixed force should delay any advance by this 
route. Now that Gambier-Parry's force was too small to split, Wavell ordered the whole division to 
withdraw by this route.  
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2 April 1941 - Libya

• By the evening of 2nd April, the 
2nd Armoured Division had 
withdrawn north-east of 
Agedabia and a further 
withdrawal was contemplated.

• Benina was now in danger and 
Got es Sultan, thirty miles to the 
east, had been prepared to 
receive No. 3, but as forward 
reconnaissance and attacks on 
Tripoli depended on use of 
Benina, the Australians were 
required to stay until the last 
minute. 
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LIBYA. 1941. MOTOR TRANSPORT OF NO. 3 
SQUADRON RAAF.



2 April 1941 - Libya
• The 26th Brigade AIF, which had been 

assigned the task of defending the lower 
escarpment from Tolmeta to Tocra (on 
the right-hand sector of the division's 
front), had had only one battalion 
available, the 2/24th, when the German 
advance had begun. 

• Transport had now been provided to 
move up most of the 2/48th Battalion 
from Ain el Gazala. The battalion (less one 
company, which remained at Derna) 
embussed at dawn on 2nd April and 
arrived at Baracca at 5.30 p.m. 

• Next morning it occupied a front of 10 
miles to the south of the Tocra pass, with 
forward outposts on the escarpment. 
Positions were taken up for the most part 
in dense scrub adjoining the cultivated 
fields of an Italian settlement. 
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3 April 1941 - Yugoslavia
• The military staff meeting, on the night of the 

3rd/4th, was held just north of the Greek 
frontier.

• Jankovic said that Salonika was vital to 
Yugoslavia. He proposed that the Greek forces 
east of the Struma and in the Metaxas Line 
should remain on the defensive, gaining time 
for the Yugloslavs (who had only four divisions 
in the south) and the British force to strike the 
right flank of the German advance in the 
Struma Valley; the British force would thus 
form a link between Greek and Yugoslav 
armies in the area of Lake Doiran-Struma. 

• Wilson explained that the British force would 
finally include three divisions and an armoured 
brigade, but at the moment had only one 
division, part of a second and an armoured 
brigade. Jankovic said that General Dill had 
mentioned four divisions and an armoured 
brigade and was evidently disappointed. 

• Wilson said that he could not reinforce the 
Doiran area without reconnaissance. He urged 
that the Yugoslavs, who had few anti-tank and 
anti-aircraft guns, should fight the Germans in 
the mountains. Australia's War 24 March 41 ©Jerry McBrien Wk 7 20

Yugoslav proposed offensive



3 April 1941 - Libya
• Just before 9 p.m. orders were sent to Gambier-

Parry from Cyrenaica Command that the task of 
the division was to impose the maximum delay on 
any advance by the enemy along the main coast 
road. The whole armoured division was to operate 
together, withdrawing by bounds to Magrun.

• Beyond Magrun the Support Group accompanied 
by a squadron of tanks and a squadron of 
armoured cars would continue northwards by the 
coast route, while the remainder of the division 
was to withdraw east up the escarpment at Es 
Sceleidima, thus covering the left flank of the 9th 
Australian Division. 

• Gambier-Parry did not receive Neame's signal till 
2.25 a.m.

• Gambier-Parry replied that to attempt to block the 
road to Benghazi was beyond the capability of his 
force. He was committed by force of circumstances 
to withdraw by Es Sceleidima to El Abiar, where he 
would reorganise, "an essential preliminary to 
further action".

• Gambier-Parry's signal left no alternative to Wavell 
and Neame but to accept his proposal. What they 
were not told, however, was that the Benghazi 
road had already been unblocked. 
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Es Sceleidima



3 April 1941 - Libya
• It was fortunate that the coast route was not 

taken, because the supply dump at Magrun
had been destroyed on the preceding day by 
the 2/3rd Australian Field Company. 

• The circumstances leading to this action were 
investigated by the Chief Engineer of 
Cyrenaica Command, who reported on 4th 
April that he was satisfied that the decision 
had been correctly taken.

• At 7.30 a.m. Neame ordered that the 
demolition program in Benghazi and 
elsewhere should be put in hand immediately 
and that the city should be evacuated. 

• About 10 a.m. on 3rd April Cyrenaica 
Command issued instructions authorising 
Gambier-Parry to take the action he had 
proposed and instructing him to deny the 
enemy access to the escarpment from the Esc 
Sceleidima pass to the Wadi Gattara inclusive 
and to cover the left flank of the 9th 
Australian Division. 
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3 April 1941 - Libya
• The main burden of the demolitions at 

Benghazi fell on the 295th Company, R.E., 
a section of the 2/3rd Field Company, 
some men of the 2/7th Field Company 
and two companies of the Royal 
Northumberland Fusiliers. 

• The 2/3rd had already carried out a 
demolition program in the area south and 
east of the escarpment, as far south as 
the line Magrun-Soluch-Sidi Brahim. 

• At the Er Regima pass the 2/7th, with the 
assistance of a section of the 2/3rd, fired 
demolitions in the railway cutting. 

• When, as expected, these exploded the 
adjacent minefield by sympathetic 
detonation, the engineers re-mined the 
pass with 600 antitank mines. The 2/13th 
Field Company was engaged on similar 
tasks in the 26th Brigade area. 
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Er Regina pass



3 April 1941 - Libya
• Early in the morning Generals 

Wavell and Neame visited the 9th 
Division and informed General 
Morshead that General O'Connor 
would soon arrive to take over 
command from General Neame.

• O'Connor, bringing with him 
Brigadier Combe, who had 
commanded the 11th Hussars in 
the first desert offensive, had left 
Cairo at 7.45 a.m. by air. 

• When he arrived at El Adem, 
O'Connor warned the 3rd Indian 
Motor Brigade to be prepared to 
send two of its regiments to 
Mechili as flank protection for the 
British forces. 
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Mechili

El Adem



3 April 1941 - Libya
• The relative inactivity of the enemy on 3rd 

April gave the 2nd Armoured Division an 
opportunity to reorganise. But by the end of 
the day it had become much more 
disorganised as a result, not of enemy action, 
but of failures in communications and 
command.

• Repeated changes of plan, inadequate orders, 
delays in communications, mis-interpretation 
of reconnaissance reports and the delay 
caused by mechanical reliability issues 
resulted in complete disorganisation.  

• Confusion concerning the whereabouts of all 
units became so great that to sift truth from 
rumour became impossible.

• Captain Hore-Ruthven ordered to ensure at all 
costs that the dump at Msus did not fall into 
enemy hands, receiving an erroneous report 
that an enemy column was approaching, 
ordered the destruction of the dump so 
laboriously built up and then withdrew the 
garrison. 
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3 April 1941 - Libya
• 2nd Armoured Division reported to Cyrenaica 

Command that it was impossible to establish 
troops along the escarpment between Es 
Sceleidima and the Wadi Gattara since there was 
no route by which supplies could be brought up to 
them from the rear.

• Accordingly Command (at which Wavell was still 
present and O'Connor had now arrived) authorised 
a general withdrawal of the division through Er 
Regima. 

• Soon after Wavell departed, Cyrenaica Command 
decided, having regard to the supposed enemy 
occupation of Msus by 100 vehicles, to close down 
the headquarters at Barce and move back to 
Maraua. 

• Communications with the 2nd Armoured Division 
had broken down. Nobody knew where it was; it 
was feared that it had been overwhelmed. 

• It was decided to execute a general withdrawal to a 
line from Derna to Mechili. The 3rd Indian Motor 
Brigade (still at El Adem) was to occupy Mechili, 
into which the 2nd Armoured Division (or so much 
of it as remained) would withdraw "with all 
possible speed" to provide field and anti-tank guns, 
which the Indian brigade lacked. 
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3 April 1941 - Libya
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9th Division AIF was to establish 2 battalions forthwith on the 2nd escarpment east 
of Barce, using all available transport with 1/KRRC, to protect its left flank.

Barce



3 April 1941 - Libya
• At last, at 9 o'clock in the morning of 3rd April, Benina was evacuated.
• Anything of value that could not be taken was destroyed and all aircraft, 

even those from other units under repair, were flown off. 
• Operations were not disrupted as nine Hurricanes took off from Benina, 

patrolled between Agedabia and Antelat, and then landed at Sceleidima, 
whence a second similar patrol was made. This time the Australians landed 
at Got es Sultan and during the afternoon operated for the third time.

• During the second of these patrols, seven Hurricanes of No. 3, with four of 
No. 73, dived unseen on a number of Me-110's and Ju-87's, probably eight 
of each, which were positioning themselves to dive-bomb a target fifteen 
miles south of Sceleidima. In this surprise attack five enemy aircraft were 
destroyed, four probably destroyed and two damaged.

• At 10 o'clock the same night (3 April), the squadron was ordered back to 
Maraua well east of Barce.
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4 April 1941 - Moscow
• On 4th April M. Molotov, the Soviet People’s 

Commisar of Foreign Affairs, informed the 
German Ambassador in Moscow that the 
Soviet Government had concluded a treaty of 
friendship with Yugoslavia.

• The new government of Yugoslavia had 
urgently sought a treaty of mutual assistance.

• The Soviets, fearing such a demonstrative 
anti-Germany step, did not come to an 
agreement related to military obligations and 
offered to sign a treaty of friendship and non-
aggression. 

• It provides mutual obligations 
• to desist from any attack on each other, and to 

respect the independence, sovereign rights and 
territorial integrity of the USSR and Yugoslavia. 

• If one of the Parties is attacked by a third State, 
the other Contracting Party is to observe a policy 
of friendly relations toward it. 
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4 April 1941 - Greece
• Discussing this meeting in the train as it was 

travelling back to Athens Papagos (photo) and 
Wilson agreed that the situation remained as 
before and that they should make sure of the 
Vermion-Olympus line.

• When enough Australian troops had arrived 
to relieve the 12th Greek Division in that line, 
that division should be moved forward to the 
left of the DoiranNestos line, but this could 
not be done for eight days. 

• The discussion with Jankovic made Wilson 
very doubtful of the value of the Yugoslav 
Army and he "began to think more and more 
about the Monastir Gap" through which the 
Germans could advance into Greece across 
the rear of the Vermion-Olympus line if the 
Yugoslavs collapsed. 

• He wrote afterward s that Jankovic gave one 
the idea that the Yugoslav Army was already 
in a defeatist mood at the idea of a blitz 
attack by the Germans and it was evident that 
its organisation was pretty confused. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• The securing of the second escarpment was to be the first stage in a general withdrawal. 

The 9th Division's confirmatory orders, issued at 2 a.m. on the 4th, stated that its 
intention was to move to the Derna area by stages. Such were the orders that concluded 
a day's operations during which it is doubtful whether the Axis ground forces had fired a 
single shot.

• Morshead directed that the required moves to the second escarpment were to take 
place forthwith. 
• The 26th Brigade was ordered to move the 2/48th Battalion (which only that day had occupied the 

position west of Baracca, on the lower escarpment) to the northern pass at Maddalena; 
• the 20th Brigade to move the 2/15th Battalion (then in reserve) to the southern pass, due east of 

Barce. 

• The 1/Royal Northumberland Fusiliers had been placed under Morshead's command that 
afternoon and, with the 24th Anti-Tank Company, had been detailed to hold the left flank 
near El Abiar, thus freeing the 2/15th Battalion for the new role now allotted to it.

• The moves could not be made immediately because the division had no troop-carrying 
transport; but during the night transport columns were organised by taking first-line 
vehicles from units. By first light next morning the two battalions were able to move. 

• The 1/King's Royal Rifle Corps on the other hand, being fully mobile, began moving 
during the night and was in position next morning by 9 a.m. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Morshead's fifth battalion, the 2/17th, which had been deployed on the 

escarpment north of Er Regima, with one company at a distance of 17 miles by a 
track not passable to vehicles, had been assembling throughout the night in an 
area near El Abiar. Here it was to await second-line transport, its own first-line 
vehicles having been used to move the 2/15th Battalion. It was to be the first unit 
to withdraw behind the new line.

• Great difficulty was experienced in finding transport for the 2/17th Battalion. 
Major Barham of the divisional staff set off in the early hours of the morning for 
Barce, whence the divisional transport had been operating while employed by 
force headquarters in stocking up supply dumps. 

• Barham found that the transport company was being used to evacuate the 4th 
Australian General Hospital. He followed Cyrenaica Command headquarters to its 
new report centre at Maraua, where he eventually managed to obtain 20 Italian 
lorries manned by Royal Army Service Corps drivers. 

• Other transport was collected next day by Major Dodds at a report centre at 
Barce. But not until mid-afternoon of the 4th was it possible to begin moving the 
units who had lent their first-line transport to other units .
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Although no sizable portion of the British force had been 

committed before his departure, Wavell (photo) had 
appreciated that the situation was critical. 

• On reaching Cairo he informed Churchill that the 7th 
Australian Division, which was about to embark for Greece, 
would have to remain, that it must move to the Western 
Desert, and that the 6th British Division, earmarked for the 
projected assault on Rhodes, must instead be held in reserve.

• Stragglers coming up the pass at Er Regima reported that the 
enemy was in Benghazi and the Italian flag was flying there.

• At midday O'Connor called a conference at Gambier-Parry 's 
headquarters. Morshead attended. Although Gambier-Parry 
was still uncertain of the exact condition and location of the 
3rd Armoured Brigade, Morshead's impression was that the 
HQ of the armoured division were not unduly alarmed at the 
situation. Gambier-Parry believed that, having taken Benghazi, 
the enemy had secured his final objective for the present.

• O'Connor was of the same opinion. He ordered the 9th 
Division to halt its withdrawal. The division was to continue 
holding the Tocra-Er Regima line on the first escarpment with 
the 2/24th and 2/13th Battalions "until forced to withdraw by 
enemy action", but was not to become committed.
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Lieut-Colonel Burrows had only three companies of the 2/13th 

Battalion available for the defence, since Major Chilton's "C" 
Company was still at Barce on internal security duties. The 
front was too extended to be defended for its entire length. 

• Burrows had two companies forward: "D" Company (Captain 
Handley) on the right, astride the pass, "B" Company (Captain 
Hills) on the left, covering likely avenues of encirclement, 
including some ground passable to tanks; between them was 
an undefended gap. Captain Fraser's "A" Company was in 
reserve. 

• He had under command four 4.5-inch howitzers of the 51st 
Field Regiment and a machine - gun company of the Royal 
Northumberland Fusiliers.

• Although he had been under orders to withdraw as soon as 
transport could be made available he had kept the whole 
battalion in battle positions. 

• He was as yet unaware of the decision just made that his 
battalion, and the 2/24th in the north, should continue to hold 
their ground
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• In the early afternoon, a column of vehicles came out from 

Benghazi towards the pass. The Australians moved into battle 
positions. 

• As the column approached the Benina airfield, the vehicles 
fanned out: tanks and armoured cars could be discerned and 
behind them 30 to 40 troop - carrying lorries. It was judged that 
the force was about 3,000 strong. 

• Sixteen tanks came to the fore in line abreast, in two waves, and 
moved up towards the pass, with trucks following. As the tanks 
reached the point where the road crossed the railway line, 
howitzers of the 51st Field Regiment and two salvaged Italian 
mortars manned by the Australians engaged them. Some direct 
hits were scored, one mortar putting a light tank out of action. 
The tanks and armoured cars withdrew, but the infantry 
dismounted, and deployed to attack.

• The prepared demolitions in the pass were fired. Unfortunately 
they detonated before the enemy had reached the mined area; 
still more unfortunately the concussion set off part of the 
minefield by sympathetic detonation and caused some of the 
2/13th's sangars on the left flank to fall away. 

• A third misfortune was that the 20th Anti-Tank Company, which 
had been under orders to move back to the second escarpment 
as soon as the pass was blown, then withdrew with its guns. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• The first assault came in at the pass itself against 18 Platoon, 

commanded by Sergeant Simmons; 16 Platoon was on the 
right, 17 on the left, but not within supporting distance. 

• To the right of Simmons' platoon, the road wound tortuously 
down the pass to cross the railway line, which, making a more 
gradual descent, came in from a wider sweep still farther to 
the right. 

• Behind Simmons' positions ran the anti-tank ditch. On a knoll 
to the left, Simmons could see the men of the mortar platoon, 
under Sergeant McLaughlin, firing at an unorthodox rate; one 
of the weapons was almost shaken to pieces, requiring one 
man to steady the barrel, another to lie across the base-plate.

• Simmons' platoon was better equipped than most, their 
British equipment of 30 rifles, one Boyes anti-tank rifle and 
one light machine-gun was supplemented by two Italian 
machine-guns, unofficially acquired.

• The Australians waited until the enemy were within range, 
then gave them all the fire these weapons could provide. The 
enemy took cover.  
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Down the road behind Simmons' platoon came four 18-pdr guns of the 51st 

Field Regiment, one of which swung into action at lightning speed, fired, and 
knocked out the leading tank of three light tanks coming up the pass. Another 
tank then engaged the gun and put it out of action; three other guns soon 
suffered the same fate but a second tank was knocked out.

• The enemy was beginning to work round L-Cpl Weissmann's section on the left 
flank.

• In the meantime the other two platoons, in their sangars on the escarpment, 
had come under heavy fire from machine-guns, tanks, field guns and mortars. 

• The two remaining tanks, after the 18 - pounders had been silenced, came up 
to the top of the pass and cruised up the anti-tank ditch. Although enemy fire 
tore through the sangars, the Australians replied with their rifles, Bren guns, 
and anti-tank rifles. 

• The men clung to their positions but, gradually encircled, were forced bit by 
bit to yield. 

• Lieutenant Wilson's platoon on the right flank was outflanked by tanks which 
came into the rear of their positions. While well-aimed and courageously 
sustained fire forced the leading tank to close down its observation slits, the 
platoon moved round the side of a feature and gradually returned along a 
wadi.

• Lieutenant Burrell's platoon, on the left flank, was soon in difficulties because 
some of the sangars of its section posts had been shattered by the detonation 
of the minefield. Burrell contested each enemy advance, but unable to prevent 
infiltrations was forced to withdraw gradually to the anti-tank ditch.   
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Burrows had been informed at midday that the transport being 

collected at Barce to move the battalion back would not arrive until 
at least 7 p.m.

• He was expecting his missing company to arrive at any moment from 
Barce, but in the meantime Captain Fraser’s A Company was his only 
reserve.

• When Burrows reported the impending German assault to Murray, 
he was informed that, in order to enable the troops in rear to be 
cleared, he was to hold his position at all costs until after dark; then 
the battalion would be withdrawn according to the original plan. 

• Morshead had in the meantime directed that the recently-cancelled 
plan of withdrawal should now be adhered to, since the intention 
had been to delay the withdrawal only so long as this did not involve 
becoming committed.

• When Burrows heard that the Germans were beginning to infiltrate 
through Handley‘s D Company, he sent the carrier platoon to a 
position on the right flank at the head of the wadi north of the 
railway line and used his small transport reserve to bring one 
platoon (Lt Peterson's) of Fraser's company to the fort near battalion 
headquarters. The rest of Fraser's company set off on foot in the 
same direction. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• When Peterson's platoon reached the fort, Burrows 

sent Peterson to the head of the wadi to block and 
reinforce the carrier platoon.

• Some transport, which had returned, was used to 
bring up the remaining two platoons of "A" Company 
and Captain Fraser was ordered to take them to the 
area already held by Peterson's platoon. The two 
platoons, however, missed the way and went into 
position immediately behind "D" Company, where 
they soon became involved with the enemy 
thrusting in that area.

• Behind the battalion some guns of the 51st Field 
Regiment came into action, with, however, only 17 
rounds remaining of the small amount of 
ammunition allotted to them. They fired their 
rounds and departed. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• Hill's company were met by Captain Walsoe

where they struck the road at the ditch-crossing 
east of Er Regima fort, and there began to take 
up a blocking position through which the rest of 
the battalion might be extricated. 

• Meanwhile, about 9 p.m. Burrows himself went 
to the anti-tank ditch, collected the forward 
sections as they were falling back, and ordered 
them into position astride the road 400 yards in 
front of the ditch to allow time for Hill's company 
to organise the defensive position behind. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• "B" Company got into position without more trouble and by 10 p.m. the 

rest of the troops had withdrawn behind it. The enemy had apparently 
paused to reorganise. But there was still no sign of the troop-carrying 
transport Burrows had been expecting since 7 p.m. 

• At 10.45 p.m. an English transport company with Cypriot drivers met the 
2/13th. The battalion was withdrawn without further engagement. The 
dejected men were packed tight into too few trucks. The convoy carried 
them back across the plain and through the town of Barce, whose shops 
and dumps were ablaze, to a point some 10 miles past the town, where the 
men were dispersed in scrub cover for some rest as the next day began to 
break. 

• The 2/13th Battalion suffered 98 casualties in this engagement including 
five killed. The 51st Field Regiment suffered one killed and 5 wounded. One 
officer was missing. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• The 2nd Armoured Division had another day of misfortune. 

• Efforts were made to take fuel to the 3rd Armoured Brigade near Msus. Colonel 
Fanshawe set off with a petrol column, met another on the way and took it too, only to 
be attacked by 18 German fighters and bombers and to lose the entire convoy of 21 
vehicles carrying 1,600 gallons of petrol. 

• During the afternoon, the brigade moved some distance to the north-east in the 
direction of Bir el Melezz. Orders were later received from 2nd Armoured Division 
headquarters (based apparently on a report of dubious accuracy that there was a strong 
enemy column between Bir el Melezz and Mechili) cancelling the brigade's move by the 
Mechili track; instead the brigade was to strike north to the El Abiar-Maraua track. 

• The 5th Royal Tanks, now having only nine cruisers, halted for the night 15 miles north-
west of Bir el Melezz. To the south-west the 6th Royal Tanks (who had not received the 
order cancelling the move to Mechili) were reorganising by scrapping the less serviceable 
of their Italian tanks and keeping the nine most serviceable to form a head - quarters and 
two small troops, while the 3rd Hussars, with two squadrons of the 6th Royal Tanks (now 
possessing only four light tanks) under command, were undergoing a similar process 14 
miles north-east of Msus. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• As soon as Neame learnt of the enemy 

assault in force against the 2/13th 
Battalion, he authorised a withdrawal 
from the lower escarpment. 

• The new orders were issued at 8.30 p.m. 

• The 9th Division was to withdraw to the 
Barce escarpment, which it was to hold 
until forced to withdraw by the enemy.

• The 2nd Armoured Division, other than 
the units which had accompanied the 3rd 
Armoured Brigade to Msus, was to retire 
to Tecnis, some distance farther east. 

• The portion of the 2nd Armoured Division 
with the 3rd Armoured Brigade (now in 
the Bir el Melezz region) was to move 
north to Charruba. 
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• On 4th April the 3rd Indian Motor 

Brigade moved to Mechili.

• The brigade consisted of three 
lightly-armed but fully-
mechanised Indian cavalry 
regiments—the 2nd Royal Lancers 
and the 11th and the 18th Cavalry.

• The Brigade had the 2/3rd Anti-
Tank Regiment, less two batteries, 
and "M" Battery of the 3rd R.H.A. 
(an anti-tank regiment) under 
command. 

• Mechili's only building was the old 
Italian fort, a stone and mud 
structure useless for modern war 
but there was a very valuable well 
there.
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4 April 1941 - Libya
• One of the last units to receive the withdrawal orders was the 2/24th Battalion, which had been holding the 

northern passes on the lower escarpment while the 2/13th held that at Er Regima. 

• At 5 p.m., an English transport company arrived to "move the battalion to another area". Major Tasker, 
however, had received no orders to withdraw and requested the transport officer to stand by.

• The latter refused because he was due to report again at El Abiar at 9 p.m.: probably his was the convoy 
required to move the 2/13th Battalion. 

• So the column moved off with vehicles empty. 

• Shortly afterwards two armoured vehicles were seen to be approaching Tocra pass. The pass demolitions 
were then blown and the battalion, except for rearguards, was concentrated at Baracca.

• The withdrawal orders reached the battalion just before 11 p.m. The rearguards were then withdrawn and 
the battalion assembled to await the arrival of the additional transport needed to move it complete with 
stores. 

• Major Gehrmann of the 2/13th Field Company pressed Tasker to withdraw at once to permit time for the 
blowing of the bridge between Baracca and Barce. Eventually, at 3.15 a.m., with less than three hours of 
darkness remaining, Tasker complied. He ordered the destruction of blankets and surplus gear, crowded the 
men on to the few vehicles available and moved off, 

• whereupon Gehrmann's sappers carried out some very effective demolitions. At Barce the battalion met 20 
trucks sent to meet them by Tovell's headquarters; the journey was continued in greater comfort. Tasker's 
destination was the Wadi Cuff; but before dawn he halted the convoy to bivouac beside the road .  
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4 April 1941 - Libya

• No. 3 Squadron left Got es 
Sultan at 11 p.m. on 3rd April 
and losing two vehicles during 
the night in accidents on the 
choked roads, reached Maraua
at 11 o'clock the following 
morning.

• On 4th April fourteen Hurricanes 
patrolled between Msus and 
Sceleidima where 2nd Armoured 
Division was attempting to re-
form.
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5 April1941 - Greece
• On 5th April General Wilson 

formally took command of the 
Allied forces in Central Macedonia, 
with an advanced headquarters at 
Tsaritsani, a village near the main 
Larisa-Florina road, and a rear 
headquarters at Athens. 

• On the same day Blamey opened 
his headquarters at Gerania, a poky 
village just off the main road on 
high ground south of the Servia 
Pass, and took command of the 
British troops from the sea to the 
Veria Pass. 

• On his left General Kotulas
commanded the Central 
Macedonian Army, two Greek 
divisions in the Vermion mountains 
north of Veria.
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5 April1941 - Greece
• At this stage General Wilson intended 

that "W" Group, as his force was 
named, should be deployed as 
follows: 

• the New Zealand Division on the right 
from the coast to the Pieria 
mountains, north-east of Servia, 

• a regiment of the 12th Greek Division 
in those mountains, one Australian 
brigade in the Veria Pass, one at 
Kozani and one at Servia, and 

• the 20th Greek Division and the 
remainder of the 12th in the Vermion
mountains north of Veria. 

• Of the Australian brigades only the 
16th, at Servia, was in its intended 
area. 

• All three New Zealand brigades, 
however, were in the forward zone.
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5 April1941 - Greece
• Mackay had arrived at Gerania on the 5th, having 

reached Athens on the 3rd. 

• The German invasion was believed to be 
imminent, but, of Mackay's brigades, only the 
16th was in the forward area. 

• Two battalions of the 19th were moving up, and 
the 17th had not yet sailed from Alexandria. 

• So little shipping was available that it had been 
possible to move the force to Greece at the rate 
of only about a brigade and a half a week, and 
that only by transporting some units in cruisers. 

• The third convoy had been delayed by storms 
and the fourth by the battle of Cape Matapan. 

• The 16th Australian Brigade having spent eleven 
days bivouacked in the Servia Pass, was to begin 
moving forward on 6th April to the Veria Pass—
which Mackay reconnoitred that day.
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5 April 1941 - Greece

• The Allied staff estimated that 
the Germans had twenty-three 
to twenty-five divisions in 
Bulgaria 

• of which six or seven could be 
concentrated against the 
Vermion-Olympus line at short 
notice. 
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5 April 1941 - Libya
• Morshead had organised the 

defence of the second 
escarpment. 

• The 2/48th Battalion and Major 
Ingledew's battery of the 51st 
Field Regiment in support, had 
moved back during the night 
and taken up a position 
guarding the pass at 
Maddalena by which the 
northern road from the Barce
plain mounts the escarpment. 

• The southern pass, to the east 
of Barce, was held by the 
2/15th Battalion; about three 
miles behind, the 2/17th 
deployed into a defensive 
position at first light on the 5th. 
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5 April 1941 - Libya
• To give depth to the defence, it was planned 

that the 2/24th and 2/13th Battalions should 
move, after their men had been rested, into 
positions behind the 2/48th and 2/15th; the 
2/24th to the Wadi Cuff (where demolitions 
were being prepared to destroy a road the 
2/1st Pioneer Battalion had just laboriously 
constructed to replace the demolished Italian 
road); the 2/13th to a position astride the 
southern road near Slonta, south of the Wadi 
Cuff.

• The 104th R.H.A. had just been placed under 
Morshead's command. Morshead allotted 
one artillery regiment to each brigade: the 
104th to the 26th Brigade, and the 51st to the 
20th. The 1/KRRC again came under 
command; to watch and safeguard his left 
flank. 

• Reinforcements were being dispatched: part 
of the 11th Hussars, with 32 armoured cars, 
the 1st Royal Tanks with 33 tanks, the 18th 
Australian Infantry Brigade, and the 107th 
Royal Horse Artillery. 
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5 April 1941 - Libya
• On hearing that enemy columns had passed Msus and were advancing east, skirting the 

Jebel Achdar, Neame decided to withdraw immediately to the line of the Wadi Derna. He 
realised that the 3rd Armoured Brigade was in no state to intervene effectively (only nine 
cruiser tanks remained) and that his entire force was therefore in imminent peril of 
encirclement.

• Morshead received oral orders to this effect while at Cyrenaica Command, returned 
immediately to his own headquarters, and there, since line communication was 
unreliable, dictated orders to liaison officers requiring an immediate move to be made 
that night to the Wadi Derna region.

• As the liaison officers were about to set out, Brigadier Harding phoned from Cyrenaica 
Command to inform Morshead that there was considerable doubt of the accuracy of the 
air reports and that it was thought that the movement seen was our own armoured 
brigade. Morshead was instructed to hold his present positions, but to be prepared to 
withdraw at any moment.

• Later Harding telephoned a second time and ordered the withdrawal to proceed. Liaison 
officers set out to units, food and petrol dumps were fired and very soon unit columns 
were setting out along the roads.

• Just at this moment, Command headquarters telephoned once more to order that the 
move be stopped and the positions on the Barce escarpment be reoccupied. With some 
difficulty the columns were halted and turned round on the narrow roads.   
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5 April 1941 - Libya
• On the following day (5th April), operating 

from Maraua, No. 3 was primarily concerned 
with covering the withdrawal of 9th 
Australian Division through the congested 
defile of the Barce Pass. 

• This duty was uneventful but late the 
afternoon eight Hurricanes came upon nine 
Ju-87's harassing troops of the 2nd Armoured 
Division near Charruba. The Stukas attempted 
to escape by diving steeply almost to ground 
level but one failed to level out and crashed, 
while another four were shot down for the 
loss of one Australian, Flying Officer Edwards, 
who survived but became a prisoner. 

• An hour later Perrin led nine Hurricanes to 
the same area and intercepted another 
twelve Ju-87's which were taken completely 
by surprise. They made no attempt at evasive 
action and in a battle lasting only a few 
minutes nine more Stukas were believed to 
have been destroyed and the Hurricanes flew 
on to their new base at Martuba.
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5 April 1941 - Libya

• No 3 Squadron ground staff 
were on the road again bound 
for Martuba, which was reached 
at 6 p.m. on the 5th, two 
cooking trailers having been 
abandoned on the way.

• Four hours later they were 
ordered back to Gazala, but even 
there no respite was found, for 
instructions awaited them to 
withdraw after one day's 
operations to Sidi Mahmud, five 
miles south of Tobruk. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• About 11 a.m. two lorries filled 

with infantry made a charge at the 
eastern sector of the Mechili
position held by the P.A.V.O., 
coming straight up the road 
towards an anti-tank gun of the 
11th Battery, 2/3rd Anti-Tank 
Regiment manned by Bombardier 
Rayner and a crew of four. 

• Fire from the Australians' gun 
stopped both trucks and enemy 
troops jumped out to take cover. 

• Major Glover and Lieutenant 
Mulgrue went out in a breakdown 
truck, and a German officer and 20 
Italian soldiers surrendered. Their 
equipment included a 47-mm gun.
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• Neame was in a confident frame of mind when he arrived at Morshead's headquarters at Tecnis

on the morning of 6 April. He told Morshead that the previous day's reports had been misleading 
and that it was now his intention to undertake a protracted defence of the Barce escarpment and 
he instructed that the 2/24th and 2/13th Battalions should be brought forward from the Wadi 
Cuff-Slonta positions, where they had been preparing a second line of defence. Neame then left 
Morshead's headquarters to go in search of Gambier-Parry.

• Morshead immediately dictated orders to his liaison officers in accordance with these 
instructions. Just when this had been completed, and not more than half an hour after Neame's
departure, O'Connor phoned from command headquarters that the enemy had shelled Mechili
that morning and was advancing across the desert in strength: the 9th Division was therefore to 
be prepared to move back to the Wadi Derna. 

• Morshead urged that the division should go back forthwith to the Gazala area, where the 
withdrawal routes could be less easily blocked, but O'Connor was reluctant to agree in Neame's
absence.

• It is not easy to make sense of the accounts of 2nd Armoured Division's movements on 6th April.

• O'Connor had again discussed the situation with Morshead and, though reluctant to permit any 
move in daylight, had now agreed with Morshead's suggestion that the 9th Division be withdrawn 
immediately to the Gazala area.

• With widely dispersed units, poor communications and a paucity of vehicles, it was no easy 
matter to organise the movement of all units of the division at short notice, carry out all the 
demolitions, and yet ensure that no unit was left without transport or cut off. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• The division was to withdraw by the two parallel roads across the Cyrenaican massif. These 

converge about six miles west of Giovanni Berta; from the junction a single road proceeds to 
Giovanni Berta, where it turns north to Derna. But Morshead feared that the two tortuous passes 
by which the main road descended to Derna and climbed the escarpment again beyond the town 
might prove a dangerous bottleneck. Brigadier Kisch, who happened to be at 9th Division 
headquarters when authority to withdraw was received, suggested to Morshead that the division 
should proceed from Giovanni Berta to Martuba by the inland track which had been improved 
during the British advance earlier in the year. Morshead decided to send the division by this 
route.

• The withdrawal orders were sent out to units at approximately 4 p.m. and by 5 p.m. the first 
columns were on the road. 

• At 4.15 p.m., at the pass east of Barce, Captain Peek's company of the 2/15th Battalion shot up an 
enemy reconnaissance patrol attempting to drive up the pass; every member of the party was 
killed. 

• About 5 p.m., at the northern pass lorried infantry escorted by a light tank and armoured cars 
drove across the right flank of the 2/48th Battalion, just after the commanding officer, Lieut-
Colonel Windeyer, had given out orders to withdraw. The enemy dismounted and opened fire. It 
appeared that the disengagement might become a difficult rearguard action; but good firing by 
the machine-gunners of the Royal Northumberland Fusiliers deterred the enemy from pressing 
the assault home and enabled the infantry to withdraw without casualties. The Fusiliers were less 
fortunate: one man was killed and two wounded.  
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6 April 1941 - Libya

• A diarist of the 2/48th commented:

• The troops started out tired and 
unshaven and unwashed. They 
seemed to be abandoning an ideal 
position for a stand and running 
away once more—contrary to 
everyone's wish to "have a go" at 
the enemy. They piled into 
overcrowded vehicles amid rifles, 
Bren guns and gear and equipment 
where no position offered comfort 
yet no move was possible. The 
sleep they needed was 
unattainable. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• After receiving General 

O'Connor's orders, the 3rd

Armoured Brigade at the old fort 
south-east of Tecnis decided 
"owing to the present shortage 
of petrol and the difficult nature 
of the country" to move back 
into Derna via Maraua.

• This decision meant that the 
brigade's axis of withdrawal 
would merge with, and then 
cross, the withdrawal route 
Morshead had chosen for the 
9th Division. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• When about 5 p.m. Lieut-Colonel Burrows received 

orders to take his battalion immediately to Martuba, 
he left at once to reconnoitre the area and ordered 
the battalion to follow. 

• "What we were not told," he wrote afterwards, "was 
that the enemy might be there before us." Burrows 
arrived at Martuba about 8.30 p.m., having travelled 
by the better road through Derna, where they had 
"found everybody in panic. They just dropped 
everything and cleared for their lives, with motor 
vehicles going everywhere." 

• Burrows learnt that an enemy column had cut the 
inland track from Giovanni Berta to Martuba where 
it was intersected by the track coming up from 
Mechili and the south. Another enemy group was 
leaguering three miles south of Martuba. He went to 
Cyrenaica Command headquarters to report these 
developments. 

• The 2/13th reached Martuba soon afterwards and 
deployed defensively in the dark. The ground was 
hard and the men, dispirited and exhausted, built 
themselves shelters of stones. 

• The German party that had cut the road had 
apparently moved on, for the battalion had not 
encountered it; but the other party to the south of 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• In the absence of traffic control, units 

travelling on the overloaded southern 
road became intermingled when vehicles 
from the side tracks joined the main 
traffic stream. Most unit convoys, except 
the first away, became split up. At the 
junction of the two roads and at the 
refuelling points at Maraua and Giovanni 
Berta confusion grew worse. 

• At Giovanni Berta most of the Australian 
vehicles left the bitumen road to take the 
desert track. The heavy pounding by 
hundreds upon hundreds of wheels broke 
down the road surface to an uneven 
stony bottom, over which, head to tail, 
and at times three vehicles abreast, the 
long line of transport crawled through a 
pall of dust at a speed of about six miles 
an hour, halting repeatedly as one vehicle 
after another broke down or was 
compelled to pause by overheating. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• Morshead bade farewell to Neame

and O'Connor at Maraua about 8 
p.m. and, travelling by the main 
coast road, passed through Derna
just as the Germans were arriving. 

• Neame, O'Connor and Combe 
departed soon afterwards, taking 
the inland track. 

• At the Derna-Mechili crossroads, 
following a line of vehicles in front, 
their car turned left. 

• The column ran into a German 
ambush. The generals were 
captured.
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6 April 1941 - Libya
• Later during the night a small group of 

trucks in charge of Lieutenant Shave came 
down the same road, bearing members of 
the Intelligence, operations and cipher 
sections of the 9th Division. 

• They came to a halt behind other 
vehicles. The occupants at the back of the 
cipher section van, which contained 
ciphers and other secret documents, 
found themselves facing a German with a 
sub-machine-gun, who ordered them 
from the vehicle. 

• Shave, in the front seat, heard the 
guttural voice, got out of the truck on the 
opposite side, went round to the back of 
the vehicle and shot the German soldier, 
saying "Take that you . . .". The men 
returned and the trucks drove off without 
interference. 
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6 April 1941 - Libya

• Late on the 6th the No 3 Squadron 
road convoy was again moving 
eastwards, and as the solid ground 
of the Jebel Achdar had now been 
left behind, the discomfort of a 
severe dust storm added to the 
normal difficulty of night travel.

• At 2 a.m. on the 7th, in the belief 
that Sidi Mahmud could not be far 
off, No. 3 halted for the night, only 
to find at dawn that the convoy 
had stopped alongside the landing 
ground itself just south of Tobruk.
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6 April 1941 – The Balkans

• Both Yugoslavia and Greece 
were invaded at 5.15 on the 6th 
April. 

• In each instance the attack was 
accompanied by fierce air 
onslaughts, in Yugoslavia on 
Belgrade, in Greece on Piraeus.

• Blamey learnt of the decision to 
retain the 7th Division in North 
Africa that day. 
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6 April 1941 – The Balkans
• Throughout 6th April the German attack in 

Thrace and eastern Macedonia, though 
supported by heavy artillery and air 
bombardment, made little impression on the 
Greek frontier forts.

• The 7th Division, next to the left, was fiercely 
attacked but gave little ground on the 6th. 

• On the 14th Division's front none of the 
frontier forts were taken by the Germans that 
day. 

• In the Struma valley all but one of the forts 
held out. 

• Farther west, however, German mountain 
troops advanced between Lakes Kerkinitis and 
Doiran, due north of Salonika. 

• To meet this threat the Greek Army 
commander ordered the 19th Division 
forward to this area, but at the end of the day 
a gap remained between this division and the 
18th. 
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6 April 1941 - Greece
• A few hours after hearing of the 

German attack Blamey sent Rowell 
to Wilson's headquarters to press 
for an immediate withdrawal of the 
New Zealand Division to the passes 
in accordance with the agreement 
reached by Wilson and himself in 
Athens twelve days before. 

• At Elasson Rowell's request was 
answered with the argument that it 
was still desirable to protect the 
railhead at Katerini. 

• However, Wilson ordered Freyberg 
to draft more labour into the 
Olympus Pass—yet to continue to 
hold the positions forward of 
Katerini . 
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6 April 1941 - Greece
• The ammunition ship Clan Fraser 

(7,529 tons) blew up in a German air 
raid on Piraeus on the night of the 
6th-7th April.

• The explosion destroyed twelve ships, 
made seven of the twelve berths 
unusable, and put harbour facilities 
out of action.

• Twenty or more merchant ships were 
gathered in adjacent bays waiting for 
coal and water.

• So many tugs and small craft were 
destroyed that coal and water could 
not be obtained by ships lying in the 
roads.

• Many skilled workers were killed or 
injured and others abandoned their 
jobs.  
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6 April 1941 - Yugoslavia
• At 07:00 on 6 April the Luftwaffe opened the assault on Yugoslavia by conducting a 

saturation-type bombing raid on the capital. 

• Flying in relays from airfields in Austria and Romania, 300 aircraft, of which a quarter 
were Junkers Ju 87 Stukas, protected by a heavy fighter escort began the attack. The 
dive-bombers attacked the Yugoslav anti-aircraft defences while the medium bombers, 
consisting mainly of Dornier Do 17s and Junkers Ju 88s, attacked the city. 

• The initial raid was carried out at 15-minute intervals in three distinct waves, each lasting 
for approximately 20 minutes. Thus, the city was subjected to a rain of bombs for almost 
one and a half hours. 

• The German bombers directed their main effort against the center of the city, where the 
principal government buildings were located. The medium bombers continued their 
attack on the city for several days while the Stuka dive bombers were soon diverted to 
Yugoslav airfields.

• When the attack was over, some 4,000 inhabitants lay dead under the debris. This blow 
virtually destroyed all means of communication between the Yugoslav high command 
and the forces in the field, although most of the elements of the general staff managed 
to escape to one of the suburbs.
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6 April 1941 - Yugoslavia

• These air attacks were followed 
by German thrusts from 
Romania, Hungary and the 
Ostmark (Nazi name for Austria 
post Anschluss). Italian forces 
were limited to air and artillery 
attacks.
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Early April 1941 - Britain

• The No 10 Squadron RAAF 
detachment returned from 
Oban, and, after a few normal 
convoy patrols early in April, 
they were transferred to 
Pembroke Dock where it was 
hoped that enemy raids would 
not interfere with operations as 
they had recently done at Mount 
Batten.
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6 April 1941 - Freetown
• A typical report of one mission searching for 

survivors reads:
• 6th April, 1941. Sunderland, Captain—Flight Lieutenant 

T. P. Gibson; airborne Freetown 0545 hours to carry out 
anti-submarine search. 

• 0712 hours sighted large oil patch and began square 
search. 

• 0740 hours sighted three lifeboats carrying 
approximately sixty men. 

• 0827 found and informed M.V. Foremost of position of 
lifeboats. 

• 0835 back to lifeboats to inform them of ship’s 
approach. Then patrolled between ship and lifeboats. 

• 1350 hours M.V. Foremost picked up survivors. 
• 1555 hours landed Freetown.

• The patrols were continued in spite of 
maintenance difficulties and the vagaries of a 
tropical climate. 

• Forty-four inches of rain fell in September while 
many of the men were still accommodated in 
tents. 

• Supplies were delayed through ships being sunk, 
but substitutes were found locally for many things. 
For example, it was discovered that groundnut oil 
worked splendidly in the hydraulics
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View of the flying boat station at Jui Sierra Leone 
showing Sunderland Mk 111s of No 95 squadron RAF.



• Thanks for your attention


